
 

 

Ask the experts 

Part I: Elicitation 

Jens Edlund & Joakim Gustafson 

The work presented here is fuelled by an urge to understand speech in its 

original and most fundamental context: conversation between people. And 

what better way to search for such an understanding than to look to the 

experts? When it comes to human conversation, authority lies with the 

speakers themselves, and asking the experts is a question of observing and 

analyzing what speakers do. Ask the experts is an overview of our endeavours 

to apply a speech technologist’s view of observation and analysis to linguistic 

research. 

 

Ask the experts is a two-part paper. In the first part, Elicitation, we discuss 

methods of capturing what people do when they talk to each other. In the 

second part, Analysis, we discuss methods of extracting useful information 

from the raw data so captured, with a special focus on raw sound. Data 

capturing and its analysis are often bridged by annotation, a topic which is 

largely left out here. A discussion of principles and methods for annotation, 

however, provides scope for a future third part. Both Elicitation and Analysis 

is illustrated with examples, primarily from our own work and from that of our 

colleagues at KTH Speech, Music and Hearing. 

 

Elicitation of human behaviour for research purposes is precarious. A key 

objection to enforcing any kind of control or provocation is that a strong 

degree of ecological validity is desirable. To achieve this, recordings should 

ideally be made under real-life conditions. If this is not possible, conditions 

should approximate real-life conditions to the greatest extent possible. On the 

other hand, a degree of control over what is recorded is often required. It can, 

for example, be exceedingly time consuming and expensive to capture salient 

but rare phenomena, unless they are somehow provoked. Ecological validity 

and control are largely conflicting needs, and the capturing of human 



 

 

behaviours involves a trade-off between the two. However, the relation is not 

linear and there are ways to exert control while sacrificing a minimum of 

ecological validity. A commonly used method is to constrain the dialogue by 

giving the participants a task or something specific to talk about, such as the 

Map Task recordings, in which the task was carefully designed to elicit certain 

phenomena (Anderson et al., 1991). In this account, we describe methods in 

which speech technology is used to interfere with the dialogue in different 

ways. The account is ordered from low-interference methods providing a 

small amount of control to high-interference methods providing maximum 

control.  

Low interference: Capturing multiple modalities in face-to-face dialogue 

 

 

The highest degree of ecological validity is achieved when the recorded are 

unaware that they are being watched. Such recordings have indeed been made 

for research purposes, for example parts of the London-Lund corpus: 

 

“All the telephone conversations and many of the face-to-face conversations 

were recorded surreptitiously, which means that (at the time of recording) one 

or more of the participants did not know that their conversation was being 

preserved. These surreptitiously recorded conversations represent spoken 

English at its most natural.” 

Greenbaum & Svartvik (1990) 



 

 

Secretly recording people is generally not a feasible option. In most cases, 

legislation requires that people are made aware that they are being recorded. 

One way of maintaining a high degree of ecological validity with participants 

that know that they are being recorded is to allow the recording to become part 

of their everyday life, on the assumption that when people get used to the idea, 

they forget about it and behave as they would otherwise. Nick Campbell used 

this principle and recorded massive amounts of conversational data in Japan, 

where he had willing subjects wear a wire for extended periods of time 

(Campbell, 2007). In a similar vein, Deb Roy has recorded himself and his 

family for several years (Roy, 2009). Roy recorded both audio and video, 

something that is difficult to achieve by wiring people. Instead, he equipped 

his home with recording equipment, in effect turning it in to a laboratory 

environment. Again, the principle is that people get used to both being 

recorded and the recording equipment in itself, and will behave as if it were 

not there. The home environment is likely to help this process. Recording 

everything in peoples’ homes is impractical for most purposes, however. More 

commonly, a meeting room or some other place of business is used for this 

type of recording (e.g. Janin et al., 2003, McCowan et al., 2005), or the 

recordings take place in a laboratory environment to which people are brought 

for the explicit purpose of being recorded, as in our first example. 

 

The data collection project Spontal (Edlund et al., in press) set out to record 

video and audio of 120 half hour long spontaneous dialogues. We recognized 

at an early stage that we would have to sacrifice everyday surroundings for a 

laboratory environment, and focussed on other parameters in order to make 

the recordings as representative of every-day conversations as possible. For 

example, interlocutors were not given any constraints, but were instructed to 

talk about absolutely anything they felt like. When asked after taking part in 

recordings, most if not all participants state that it takes no more than a few 

minutes to forget about the strange environment and slip into what they 

themselves perceive as a normal conversation. Our annotators concur and say 

that they would find it very difficult to pick out the average Spontal recording 

from some other conversation. 



 

 

Regardless of how large or small the effects of a laboratory environment are, 

the fact that Spontal participants come to a laboratory, sit down, and start 

talking was something we could do little about. Instead, a decision was made 

that to the extent possible without making the situation worse, we would make 

the most out of the advantages of a laboratory environment. As a result, a 

Spontal recording involves a minimum of technology that interferes with the 

participants, but a great deal of technology goes into the recording session 

behind the scenes. In particular, the recordings are designed in such a way that 

data is collected in three modalities – audio, video and motion – which are 

synchronised automatically. This allows for detailed investigation of many 

phenomena that are hard to measure, such as how gesture and speech are 

timed. 

Low-medium interference: Online manipulation of conversations 

 

 

In many cases, we are interested in testing particular hypotheses or in 

supporting specific theories. Acquiring data for these purposes often require a 

greater measure of control, and as a step away from the unconstrained, 



 

 

unprovoked and unmanipulated recordings in Spontal towards mild control, 

we designed a recording paradigm involving computer mediated conversations 

inspired by Gratch et al. (2006). Others have used similar techniques, and in 

our version we call the paradigm MushyPeek (Edlund & Beskow, 2009). The 

idea behind the paradigm is that we again allow participants to converse freely 

and without constrains, but over a telephone or some other remote channel. 

The speech (and/or video) is not delivered directly but is routed through 

speech analysis processes, allowing us to manipulate certain aspects online 

and in real-time.  

 

In the simple case, we can simply delete certain utterances, delay them, or blur 

them with white noise. Schlangen & Fernández (2007), for example, used 

noise to provoke clarification requests and feedback. More complex examples 

include modifying parts of the signal, for example pitch or durations, in some 

structured manner to see the effects on the conversation. In a proof-of-concept 

study, we used animated talking heads that were perceived by the speakers as 

representations of their interlocutors. We then added systematically varied 

gaze and head pose behaviour to the talking heads, and could show that this 

had a significant effect on turn-taking, although almost all participants 

claimed afterwards not to have noticed the head and gaze movements (Edlund 

& Beskow, 2009). Regardless of what we manipulate, the idea is that the 

participants be unaware that the signals are being somehow deliberately 

altered – they believe that they are faced with authentic human behaviour. 

  



 

 

Medium interference: Online instruction giving 

 
In the next method, we modify the MushyPeek paradigm and take a step 

towards directly influencing the participants. While still allowing them to 

express themselves freely, we add an eavesdropper – an experiment leader 

who listens in on the conversation, and who is able to send instructions to any 

of the participants at any point. The instructions may be visible to all 

participants or hidden from some, depending on the sought-after effect.  

 
Figure 1. GUIs used in an online instruction giving recording. 

Don’t speak in pauses Speak slowly 

           Evesdropper GUI 

 Don’t speak in pauses       Speak slowly 

        Shopkeeper GUI                               Customer GUI                                         



 

 

The method was used in a pilot study with the goal of provoking hesitations 

and interrupted speech (Gustafson & Merkes, 2009). One participant acted as 

a sales person and the other as a buyer, with the task of buying items displayed 

on the screen. Both participants believed that they were given instructions but 

that their interlocutor was not. In actual fact, they were both fed instructions. 

The instructions were often conflicting, as seen in Figure 1, where the seller is 

asked to remain silent when the buyer pauses and the buyer is asked to speak 

slowly, resulting in awkward silences and hesitation.   

High interference: Wizard-of-Oz varieties 

 
 

A common way to control what is being captured is to script one or both sides 

of the conversation, and have participants act it out. For dialogues, we avoid 

this method, as it produces data that lacks spontaneous behaviour by 

definition. We have instead experimented with another method: to control the 

dialogue quite forcibly by producing one of the participants artificially in real 

time. Although participants who are told that they are talking to a machine can 

be expected to behave differently than when they talk to people, we find the 

method worthwhile under certain circumstances. The method provides 

rigorous control of one of the parties in a conversation, and can be used for 



 

 

stringent comparisons by testing contrastive configurations. Since we are 

currently unable to create fully artificial conversational partners able to 

maintain a human-like conversation (for the most part), we commonly 

substitute the fully automated system for a Wizard-of-Oz (Baum, 1900; see 

also Dahlbäck et al., 1993 and references therein) – a system which is partially 

controlled by a human (the wizard), unbeknownst to the person talking to the 

system. This allows us to utilize some of the communicative skills of the 

wizard, while constraining and controlling what the wizard can say and do.  

 

In Gustafson et al. (2008), real callers to a customer care line interacted with a 

real customer care agent who could only respond by choosing one of a limited 

set of pre-recorded prompts. In summary, callers were recorded (a) when 

speaking to live, unconstrained agents, as a base-line, (b) speaking to the 

constrained agents with a basic set of information rich prompts, and (c) in a 

contrasting setup which included a different set of prompts – most notably 

feedback tokens such as “okay” were added. Amongst other things, the 

recorded data shows that durational aspects of the callers’ interaction were 

more similar to the unconstrained condition when the wizards were allowed to 

use feedback tokens than when they were not. The advantage of the method is 

that although one side of the conversation is under strict control, the other side 

is completely unscripted and unrestricted, as subjects need not receive any 

instructions whatsoever. This allows us to record comparable speakers when 

they talk to interlocutors (the wizards) that behave in predefined and 

contrastive ways. 

  



 

 

Full interference: Scripted recordings 

 
 

The amount of control required is occasionally great, making scripting 

unavoidable. This may for example be the case if we want to describe in detail 

the exact intonation pattern of an utterance. It is important to note, however, 

that scripted speech cannot be said to reflect conversational speech to any 

greater extent, as much of the variability, spontaneity and interactivity 

displayed in dialogue is depleted. We use scripted recordings only in cases 

where we can allow ourselves to disregard these aspects. In these cases, we 

have opted to move away from dialogue entirely, and have instead developed 

a methodology that ensures that the readings we record are perceived by 

listeners as they were intended by the speakers, and further that they can be 

analyzed correctly by automatic means.  

 

The method presupposes that we have a rough knowledge of possible 

meanings that can be expressed by for example altering the reading. Subjects 

– producers – are presented with a one or more consecutive utterances from a 

dialogue (SCENE), a written version of the next utterance in the dialogue 

(UTTERANCE), and a paraphrase expressing the meaning of that next, as yet 

unheard, utterance (PARAPHRASE): 



 

 

 

SCENE  To my right, I see a  brick building  

UTTERANCE A brick building? (PARAPHRASE: Do you really mean brick and 

not some other material?) 

 

The subject is given an interface permitting audio recording, and is asked to 

produce UTTERANCE in a manner which makes it mean PARAPHRASE in 

context SCENE (TARGET in the following). The recording is instantly analyzed 

with regards to F0, intensity, and durational aspects, and a resynthesis is 

automatically produced from the analysis. The subject is then asked to 

perform one or more judgments: first, the subject gets to listen to the 

resynthesis in the given context, and is asked whether the result is compatible 

with TARGET. If the response is positive, we take the resynthesised utterance 

to be a useful stimulus for the second stage of the method. We also make a 

number of additional assumptions: that the analysis in terms of F0, intensity 

and durations was successful (otherwise the resynthesis would have been 

judged poor) and that the original recording was successful in terms of 

producing an utterance meeting TARGET.  

 

If the resynthesis is not acceptable, the subject listens to the original recording, 

and is again asked to say whether this is compatible with TARGET. If the 

answer is yes, we know that the analysis or the resynthesis went wrong. If the 

answer is no, we know that the subject was unsuccessful in producing TARGET 

– a version of UTTERANCE that had the meaning of PARAPHRASE in the 

context of SCENE. In either case, the subject is asked to make a new recording, 

unless a certain number of recordings have already been made for that 

particular stimulus, in which case we continue to the next stimulus.  

 

The recordings themselves can obviously be used for analyses or as stimuli for 

perception experiments, but the method also supplies auxiliary data that can 

provide valuable insights: Firstly, the number of times an original recording 

was judged to inadequately convey the sought-after meaning is a measure of 

how difficult it is for us to use prosody alone for that meaning. Secondly, the 

number of times an original was deemed adequate but the resynthesis was not 



 

 

is a measure of how well the analysis is doing. Finally, we gather both positive 

and negative examples of the same utterances – information that may prove 

invaluable when evaluating for example which of our prosodic analysis. 

Record-first-analyze-later versus immediate analysis 

We have presented a number of methods to capture human communicative 

behaviour, ordered according to the degree of technological interference 

involved, from lowest to highest. Degree of technological interference can 

also be viewed in a different way: an increasing degree of interference permits 

us to analyze the data while it is being recorded (immediate analysis, IA), as 

opposed to recording first, and analyzing after the fact (record-first-analyze-

later, RFAL). In Spontal recordings, no analysis is performed online. In online 

manipulation and in the type of scripted recordings described here, some 

analysis is performed immediately. Wizard-of-Oz recordings are mixed in this 

respect, and may or may not involve IA.  

 

We will briefly go through some pros and cons of RFAL versus IA recordings. 

Note that most of the pros and cons related to RFAL are valid also for 

dialogue recordings with no task or domain design, whereas the pros and cons 

of IA are often true for recordings with carefully designed dialogue tasks. 

Design. RFAL can be done without having to first decide exactly what the 

data is intended for. IA data needs a great degree of design and advance 

planning, which may become a bottle-neck, stalling recordings inevitably. 

Content. RFAL permits authentic conversations. On the other hand, rare 

events remain rare. In IA paradigms, we may elicit rare events, while 

gambling with authenticity. 

Quantities. RFAL generally requires large datasets. This is costly, but 

appealing. IA may allow us to record only as much data as is needed for the 

specific investigation, which gives small and cheap datasets.  



 

 

Dynamics. RFAL provides data that is likely to become a large, static data set 

once it is annotated. This allows for repeated analyses of the same, well-

known dataset, but the data also runs the risk of becoming outdated. For IA 

data, a smaller amount is often required and we can record new data for 

specific purposes, allowing for more dynamics, at the cost of the data often 

being used only once. 

Analyses. As RFAL datasets mature and become well-known, analysis 

methods also mature and become well-understood. This comes with a slight 

risk that analysis results become too predictable. For IA of unseen data, the 

analyses suffer from being largely ad hoc, resulting in unpredictable results – 

a pro and a con at once. 

Formats. For large RFAL datasets, annotation standard are often applied or 

developed. A major advantage of this is that data can more easily be shared. 

IA recordings often use custom-made formats and labels, which may provide 

more accurate annotation for the specific purpose, whilst making sharing more 

difficult. 

Summary 

We have described a number of data collection methods involving an 

increasing degree of interference caused by procedures used in speech 

technology. The interference is a means of controlling the contents of the 

recorded conversations and speech to some extent, while maintaining a 

maximum of ecological validity. We have further noted that allowing 

technical interference makes it possible to analyze the data as it is being 

recorded, which has implications on the characteristics of the data collected.  

In Part II, we go on to discuss a number of statistical analyses of recorded raw 

data – their motivation and example results.  
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